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This NASA photo shows actor Brad Pitt as he speaks with NASA astronaut Nick Hague who is
onboard the International Space Station, on Monday from the Space Operations Center at NASA
Headquarters in Washington, DC. — AFP 

American rapper, actor, writer, philanthropist, and activist
Lonnie Corant Jaman Shuka Rashid Lynn better known by his
stage name Common (formerly Common Sense) poses during a
photo session in Paris. — AFP

Austrian singer Andreas Gabalier performs on stage during one
of his concerts in Vienna. — AFP photos

Austrian singer Andreas Gabalier (left) poses with a double
platinum record prior to one of his concerts in Vienna (man at
right is not identified).Austrian singer Andreas Gabalier performs on stage.

When Brad Pitt called the International
Space Station (ISS) Monday to talk to
American astronaut Nick Hague, the

conversation turned to the unexpected conse-
quences of weightless life. “The calluses on my
feet have basically gone away because I don’t
walk on the bottoms of my feet,” said Hague,
who is currently living on the ISS with two oth-
er Americans, two Russians and an Italian. “But
now I have calluses across the top of my foot,
around my big toe, because I’m constantly
hanging on things with my big toe,” he added.

“That’s incredible to see,” said Pitt, who
held the 20-minute video call via split-screen
from NASA’s Washington headquarters. The
call, which was broadcast on NASA TV, was
part of Pitt’s promotional tour for his upcoming
film “Ad Astra”, in which he plays an astronaut
sent on a dangerous mission at the edge of the
solar system. “Let’s talk about me,” the actor
said. “How did we do? How was our zero G?”
“It was really good,” Hague replied. Pitt then
asked about the pace of life aboard the ISS
(the astronauts work from 7:30 in the morning

to 7:30 at night), who controls the music (“We
take turns”), and if the astronauts had been
able to watch the failed landing of an Indian
Moon lander (“No, unfortunately”). Finally, the
actor called on Hague’s extensive expertise to
answer the most pressing question: “Who was
more believable, Clooney (in the movie
“Gravity”) or Pitt?” “You were,” Hague said.
“Absolutely.”— AFP

He may be the most powerful person on Earth, but
Donald Trump needs help, in the opinion of the
famously enlightened American rapper Common.

“You can see his actions and behavior are that of some-
body who don’t really love themselves,” said the singer,
who revealed how therapy turned his life around earlier
this year in his bestselling memoir, “Let Love Have the
Last Word”. The US president is a victim of his own out-
of-control ego, the Chicago-born performer of hits like
“The Light” commented to AFP before a show in Paris at
the weekend.  Trump has “got some issues going on. And
those issues need to be resolved,” Common said.

“Narcissism is something that can be dealt with.
Therapy can help that. And I would subscribe every leader
(to it), even if you were a good leader,” he told AFP. “So
somebody would really help the country and the world if
they would” take the US president aside and tell him,
“‘Hey, this needs to be part of your program, some thera-
py’.” Common speaks from experience with therapy. In his
memoir and the accompanying album, “Let Love”, the rap-
per opens up about his time on the couch that helped him
put his childhood abuse behind him and grow as a man.

‘Be quiet and listen’ 
Many black men who have been molested hide their

abuse, and their feelings generally, Common said. Therapy
helped him be a “more open, more confident person and to
accept myself,” he said. “It was a real journey,” added the
rapper, who also meditates. It also helped him write songs
about relationships that are often ignored in the macho
world of rap-those with his mother and his daughter,
Omoye. In “Show Me That You Love” he lays himself bare
after Omoye pulled him up for not being there enough for
her when she was growing up.

“Her saying all those things was hurtful for me because
I thought I did a good job,” said Common, who won an
Oscar for his song “Glory” for the 2014 film “Selma”. “I
was defensive. But then through the process I kind of
understood as she was talking, ‘Yo, this is her perspective.
This is what she feels. That’s not wrong.’ “So I basically
decided to be quiet and listen and within that process she
taught me a little bit about love,” he said. “I respect and
hold (women) high and I understand how even the femi-
nine side of even myself is important. That I can be open-
hearted and vulnerable and emotional. I want to have that
balance of masculine-feminine.” 

Understanding women 
One song in his new album, “Fifth Story”, is written

from the point of view of a woman in a break-up. “Being
able to tell that story from her perspective I guess is my
way of acknowledging that, ‘Yo, I’m a man but I also
understand the feminine’,” he added. Parallels have obvi-
ously been drawn with his past relationships with fellow
rapper Erykah Badu and the tennis star Serena Williams.

Common had earlier confessed that his break-up with
Badu had driven him to seek help, a split he said that
“wasn’t her fault”. He has since become evangelical about
therapy-which helped him deal with his feelings about a
suppressed memory of abuse by a distant relative when he
was nine. “The most important thing I’ve received out of it
is to give others the chance to open up about whatever
they’ve experienced. I feel like by me going out and talk-
ing about it, it allows people to be like, ‘Man, I can share
this. I need to talk about it to heal’.”

But perhaps the most surprising of his new songs is his
emotional ode to his mother, teacher Mahalia Ann Hines,
“Forever Your Love”. “She had to have surgery, and that
made me realize just how much I loved her. She gave me
everything,” Common said. “She provided love for me and
a place for me to flourish and to become a young man that
can be open-hearted and loving,” he added. “I wanted to
honor her when she could hear the song and appreciate it,
while she’s on the planet...”— AFP

Martin Scorsese

Martin Scorsese’s “The Irishman” will
take center stage at the upcoming
Rome Film Festival, with key cast mem-

bers from the Netflix movie expected to attend
the screening. “The Irishman is the most highly
anticipated film of the year and boasts an excep-
tional cast: the decision to present it in Rome is
yet another acknowledgement of how the Fest
has grown over the years,” artistic director
Antonio Monda said. The film will have its world
premiere at the New York Film Festival this
month, before landing in Rome on October 21.

The Oscar hopeful, dubbed an “epic saga of
organized crime in post-war America”, is
expected to play in cinemas for a limited period
before being made available to Netflix sub-
scribers. The film reunites Scorsese-who has
been nominated for the best director Oscar eight
times, more than any other living director-with
his “Gangs of New York” screenwriter Steve
Zaillian. Zaillian adapted it from Charles Brandt’s
book “I Heard You Paint Houses”, about the
unsolved mystery of union boss Jimmy Hoffa’s
disappearance.

Al Pacino stars as Hoffa, alongside Robert De
Niro as Frank Sheeran, a World War II veteran,
hustler and hitman who worked alongside some
of the most notorious figures of the twentieth
century. Other standout talents include Joe Pesci
and Harvey Keitel, Ray Romano, Bobby
Cannavale, Anna Paquin, Stephen Graham.
Variety said costly “de-aging” technology had
been used to take years off of De Niro and
Pacino. — AFP

With his lederhosen and lyrics about his love for
the mountains, Andreas Gabalier has become the
biggest name in Austrian pop music, but recently

has had to defend himself against claims of far-right sym-
pathies. As the political atmosphere in Austria hots up
ahead of parliamentary elections on September 29, the 34-
year-old pop star insists he is never “involved in politics”
but does freely say his work is not “politically correct”.
“In artistic circles and especially in Vienna, I’m often
talked about among certain journalists,” he tells AFP.

“I think it’s because today there are city-dwellers who
don’t know my values and who don’t understand them,” he
adds. He often riffs on the distinction between an idealized
image of the countryside as opposed to globalized cities-
all delivered in Austrian dialect over the strains of an
accordion and an electric guitar. There is no shortage of
people who share Gabalier’s outlook. Three of his albums
are among the top ten bestselling records in Austrian his-
tory and one of his music videos has racked up 140 million
views on YouTube-in a country of 8.8 million people.

‘Populist vocabulary’ 
The Alpine Elvis has been selling out concert venues

for a decade and at the end of August became the first
Austrian artist to fill Vienna’s biggest stadium, which has a
capacity of 50,000.

AFP was at the show, where Gabalier’s bulging muscles
and gelled-back black hair were framed by special effects
in the red-white-red pattern of the Austrian flag. “He rep-
resents the country well and I want us to carry on handing
down our values,” said Laura Bentel, who like many in the
enthusiastic crowd was sporting traditional dress, in her
case a dirndl.

But Gabalier doesn’t receive universal acclaim in
Austria. Critics have said some of his lyrics are homopho-
bic and he regularly expresses the view that a woman’s
place is in the home. The director of Vienna’s prestigious
Konzerthaus has made it clear Gabalier would not be wel-
come to perform there, while experimental artist
Soap&Skin pulled out of an awards ceremony earlier this
year in protest at being put in the same category as
Gabalier.

There is one prominent voice in public life that comes
to his aid-the far-right Freedom Party (FPOe), which sees
him as a rare kindred spirit in the world of culture. In May,
the FPOe was ejected from its coalition with the center-
right over a corruption scandal, but the party remains
around 20 percent in the polls and hopes to re-enter gov-
ernment after this month’s vote. Gabalier has been wary of
openly returning the favor to the FPOe.

He has only suggested support for the FPOe on social

media, but quickly deleted the post in question and then
clarified that he didn’t back any political party.   Michael
Fischer, an expert on popular culture and music at the
University of Fribourg, says that Gabalier “uses the same
vocabulary as right-wing populists and behaves in the
same way. “He says something scandalous and then dis-
tances himself from it.” According to the rapper Kid Pex,
Gabalier’s political leanings are obvious. “He doesn’t say
who he votes for but everyone knows he’s the musical
accompaniment for the far-right in Austria.”

‘Banned from speaking’ 
In January the German tabloid Bild reminded its read-

ers of one of Gabalier’s previous controversies-the cover
of his 2011 album Volks Rock’n’Roller, on which he strikes
a pose his critics said was reminiscent of the swastika. He
also caused a storm with lyrics about “an iron cross on a
high summit”, in which some heard a reference to the old

German war decoration. When confronted with these
associations, Gabalier presents himself as the victim of a
snobbish cultural elite which “bans heterosexual men from
expressing themselves”.

But the repeated rows haven’t stopped him from col-
laborating with the likes of Arnold Schwarzenegger and
the celebrated Russian soprano Anna Netrebko.  Indeed
Gabalier has been key in the revival of the rock-tinged
“Schlager” genre of German-language pop music. Michael
Fischer says that while it might repel lots of music critics,
the Gabalier phenomenon is “definitely modern”. “It inte-
grates conservative values into the heart of pop culture
and rock, which had previously been regarded as progres-
sive.”— AFP

Austrian singer Andreas Gabalier (center) poses prior to one of his concerts in Vienna.


